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FROM THE ADJUDICATOR

The first action of the new Executive
Committee (see page 9) was to consider the
state of the Club's finances. It was agreed that
it would be practicable to increase the value
of each prize to $50 from this month. The
amounts to be awarded for the annual running
prizes are under consideration.
Don't forget, if you have a yen to compile
a puzzle, a Half and Half in Slot 1 is a good
place to start. Notes to help you are available
from me (just email me - see below) and
comprehensive feedback will be given on your
efforts. Many of our expert compilers started
this way, so why not give it a go?
We have a variety of fare to tickle your grey
matter this month. Eclogue break new ground
for them in Slot 1 and Slot 2 features a return
to compiling by a long-standing member,
Michael Vnuk. Valkyrie presents her normal
polished puzzle in Slot 3 and Timid Terrier's
AJ is sure to intrigue. If you've escaped Covid
you may be fit enough to tackle Crowsman's
Slot 5 and Zinzan's Slot 6 puzzle contains an
interesting twist, as does Brian's quiz.
Following the good response to the innovation
of Crowsman's Corner in April we round off
this issue with another of his early challenges.
Many thanks to the Adjudicator Alan Dyer.
Good luck with your solving this month. Ian

Puzzle No.

1

2

As an adjudicator tyro, I was wondering what I had let myself in for.
Thanks to the clear guidance presented by Ian and the bulk of entries
through ACCOLADE, I found that this is a simple duty where the
hardest part is writing this column! I did see a lot of typo errors in the
ACCOLADE results and I won’t highlight any obvious ones here.
Slot1: Whilst LUGGAGE and BAGGAGE (5ac) are similar, the first does
not fit with the spoonerism for 5dn. Although LEG BUMP/LEG JUMP do
not ‘spooner’ well, I do think that solver has probably seen my attempts
at a BIG JUMP! Other notables include DROVE for DRONE (23ac) twice,
an IMITATING for IMITATION (3dn) which would have been picked up
by spell checking the cross clue and two ENEMAs instead of an EDEMA
(11ac, no additional comment here!).
Slot2: This was less typo prone than Slot 1. Perhaps one solver was
reading the first part of 23dn while trying to solve 21dn, ending up with
(t)EENSIE instead of (t)ENSILE, while three solvers considered this
EASILY. MALE CHAUVINIST (29ac) caught three solvers out, but this
should have been a clean anagram.
Slot 3: One solver gave us MEGAN instead of BEGAN (13ac), but the
surface reading of the clue points to the latter, starting from the former.
While the noun WARRANTY could fit the definition for 5dn, the use of
‘tirades’ in the clue definitely points to the verb WARRANTS. And hoping
that Pentangle managed to double up on an answer tripped two solvers
up, putting WAYLAID in a second time instead of WAYWARD (30ac).
Slot 4: I thank KA for expanding my vocabulary with this month’s AJ –
a sentiment echoed in the comments. Apart from the typos, there was
one clue that tripped a few solvers. The reading of F definitely points to
FLUMMOXES instead of FLUMMOXED (or PLUMMOXED in one case). All
in all, 14 solvers were bewildered by this one. The tense also tripped up
two solvers with NICKNAMES instead of NICKNAMED (pointed at by the
anagram).
Slot 5: A puzzle befitting the slot, but I can’t help but think about
Johnny Standley when I read the title. RSV (24ac) tripped 15 solvers
(RSP, ASP, ASA), but with so many versions perhaps it is easy to miss
the reference to the theme. The big tripper for this slot was OCCUR
(25ac) which was mis-answered with SCOUR 25 times. While I can
understand the path to get there, I can’t accept ‘C’ by itself as a volume
and SCOUR does not fit the definition unless I squint really hard.
continued on page 2
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Prizewinner: May 2021 Slots 1-5 all correct: Danuta Rosendorff. Congrats!
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From the Adjudicator - continued from page 1
Slot 5... ELI instead of ALB (27ac) was seen twice. REBA (BERA, 14db) was a Midianite chief, not a king of Sodom. ETHIC
(13dn) also raised some comments as a loose translation (hic – ‘this’, rather than ‘so’) but this was overcome by all but
three solvers (STAID, STOIC, ATTIC), none of which suit the definition.
COTM: Slot 3 was the stand out for attracting votes, with 10 different clues. Slot 2 had votes for two clues, Slot 4 four clues
and Slot 5 five clues (really! I did not make these numbers up). This month WAYLAID (Slot 3 5ac) was the clear winner with
9 votes. Congratulations Pentangle!
												Alan Dyer
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Slot 1
Half and
Half
by
Eclogue

Prize
$50

Across

6 Zone in vehicle for Russian emperor (4)
8 Drive out former partner having, at first, professional
ethics liability (5)
9 Some huge picture? (4)
11 Rainbows come into being in Iceland (6)
12 Cheat ruined south-western Indian relative, having
regressed (8)
13 Sat back with enthusiasm on the Holiday Isle (8)
14 Single method is not reciprocated (3-3)
15 Policemen dismissing latitude in schools (4)
17 Frees up gold-bearing lodes (5)
18 Metal door fastening seen initially in Holborn and St
Pancras (4)
19 Sailing-vessels remain round about Switzerland (6)
21 Rival works back and forth with non-entry at heart (8)
24 Rain gods involved in wayside advice (4,4)
25 Nut endlessly on Sri Lanka that is turning hearts (6)
26 Old ball of thread is a hint (4)

27 Young Swiss heroine to head for Scottish
Independence (5)
28 He’s said to be smart having beer and crisps
initially (4)
Down

1 Takes for granted (8)
2 A set exercise (6)
3 1924 novel by E M Forster (1,7,2,5)
4 US State (8)
5 Pointer (6)
7 Greek dancer? (5)
10 Polar regions (7)
16 Having continuous success (2,1,4)
17 Italian composer (8)
18 First of many in applause? (8)
20 Unknown (6)
22 Writing instrument (6)
23 If Bob’s her uncle, what is she to him? (5)

For Online entry, submission and adjudication via ACCOLADE click
on ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page.

SEND
SOLUTIONS
TO:

ACC

By mail for Slots 1-5: Andrew Miles 62 Wilshire Street, Dickson ACT
2601 or email miles1974@yahoo.com
Closing mail date: Friday 25 June 2021
Slot 6: Andrew Patterson 372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW
2046 or (preferably) by email to mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date: Friday 9 July 2021

BLANK
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Slot 2
Cryptic
by
Michael
Vnuk
Prize
$50

Across
1 Type of snake often found in houses (6)
5 Explain the headings from Daily Express series
covering rorts in business expenses (8)
9 Hopefully, this type of film does not receive the
same rating from reviewers (8)
10 Tidied up most of clutter to reveal reptile (6)
11 Promoter of capital city journal (10)
12 Something found in a street and formally in an
avenue (4)
13 Went first, when people initially drew back (8)
16 Illuminated literature for Sunday - abridged
version, perhaps? (6)
17 Nothing happening when good person joins
Australian spy agency (6)
19 Dumped cats wandering on a street, for
instance (4,4)
21 Food consumed by margarita connoisseur (4)
22 Landlord and principal might write on this (10)
25 Some pang in abdomen? (6)
26 Cockney barber’s skill sounds plain? (8)
27 Attendee collapses into sloth, for example (8)
28 Takes bird in ship (6)

Down
2 Territory newspaperman filled a temporary position
(5)
3 Grammatically analyse short paragraphs (English)
(5)
4 Sweet little Edward made bird noises (7)
5 Final command issued, reinterpreted, abandoned
(7)
6 State tries rewriting Gulliver’s Travels, Animal
Farm and the like (7)
7 Hope created this country (9)
8 Pavlova, for example, prepared à la Berlin (9)
14 Learnt new skills by assembling drier. Neat! (9)
15 ‘Rigged count’ said Guardian (9)
18 Muslim ruler takes first of all fruit (7)
19 Goes with pie or cheese? (7)
20 Ranges across the Americas? (7)
23 Arab, perhaps, sounding husky (5)
24 Terrible, and almost legal (5)

Michael Vnuk - Profile: I live in Adelaide with my wife and son. Although I started as a geologist,
I have done other jobs, and I now work as an editor, mainly for Year 12 exam materials. I have
been solving cryptic crosswords on and off since my teenage years in the early 1970s. In 2006, my
first and only cryptic crossword was published in CrOZworld. I enjoy Scrabble, quizzes and walking.
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Slot 3
Cryptic
by
Valkyrie

Prize
$50

Seven clues are not
defined. One other clue
(defined) may give a hint
to the theme.

Across
1 Prison is on the nose? (11)
9 A short welcome is okay (5)
10 Ultimate acknowledgement - given a spirit
flagon (9)
11 Some of the Socceroos’ territory (7)
12 Keep quiet in clear northern air (7)
13 Pitch a few thanks, pitch initially somewhere
under short shank bone of flier (15)
16 Manic forefather is bad for people of similar
character (5,2,1,7)
20 Disapproves of last month’s outrageous rise (7)
23 Queen possibly, received reduced loan for full
vehicle (7)
24 Battle ill-will with one half of politics (9)
25 Positive public esteem sacrifices time for food
(5)
26 Nearly the end of settlement in storm (11)
Down
1 Expression of hesitation follows 60 Minutes’
cover of uplifting support for refuge provider
(9)

2 Expert doctor swore at me after we got lost (7)
3 Insert page in disorganised telefax after rule ten
trade-off (9)
4 Trump goes after government, abrupt in manner
(5)
5 Limited time before leaders of senate amend old
motto (7)
6 Cast off dead desire (5)
7 Standard rubbish (6)
8 Ticklers welcome resistance (6)
14 Love strong 1957 Holden in motion (9)
15 Electronic medium is removed from mess and
replaced by new hooter (9)
16 Black sheep made an offer for horse (3,3)
17 Spooner’s non-professional croon is succeeding
with little effort (7)
18 Roman statesman has a hold on father (7)
19 King paced about (6)
21 Currency ratio indicator (5)
22 Australian writer narrated film (5)

General Comments
Many thanks to all responsible for this splendid challenge. Norma Heyes
Great fun again with all the puzzles this month. Thanks to all the setters. Hilary Cromer
Thank you to the Club for the April cumulative prize. Doreen Jones
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Slot 4
AJ
by
Timid
Terrier

Prize
$50

Solutions begin with the given
letter.
Place them in the grid jigsawwise,
where they fit.

A Horse goes with the tide in the Indian Ocean
(7,3)
B Luggage case with marijuana (7)
C Notes sheer fabric (8)
D Last month speeches on awards (11)
E Father after editor’s books (4)
F Creeping deer in government (7)
G George Elliott initially announced he developed
slowly in the mind (8)
H Laughs at sunken fences (2-3)
I Inspire popular model (6)
J Spirit’s unfinished dance outside hotel (5)
K A tinker modified nail substance (7)
L Round tails on messans (7)
M Shopkeeper to lose shirt on ill-gotten side trade
(11)

ACC

N Refuge urges funds (4,4)
O Public rule editor condemned (8)
P Expressing contempt of insect returning without
heroin (5)
Q Challenges queen’s succession not starting (7)
R Reorganise sapper’s company (7)
S Dockers treatment over steeds (10)
T Check not finished on poet’s tunic (6)
U Eccentric real nun to give up habit (7)
V Lady without end starts off new court episode on
cruelty (8)
W Streams family without new sport equipment
(5,3)
X Unknown laugh about old South African (5)
Y Small fishing boat to zigzag on lake (4)
Z Greatest heights of Buddhism hits disaster (7)
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Slot 5
If you were
feeling bad
before...!
by
Crowsman
Prize
$50

Each Across clue lacks
a definition, but the
answers all correspond
to a theme. Down clues
are normal.

Across

1 Loamy mixture retains old rate (8)
5 Reverted to statement of affirmation (6)
10 Spike aperitif starter (5)
11 Means for locking toilet by sound idea being
backed (9)
12 Fatty tissue regressed, brown in the middle
(7)
13 Humdrum opening in literal papers (7)
14 Tears back of skivvy (6)
15 Slept inside, healthy-looking (7)
19 Arrangement for contracted salesmen (7)
21 Small and shapely (6)
25 Bend over backwards to restrict depression
(7)
27 Principal gripped by ache (4-3)
28 Local covered shaft with outsiders from
Zambia (9)
29 Turned over a stud site (5)
30 Drive with force, getting hot for brief time (6)
31 Beams support empty gaol (8)

ACC

Down

1 Room for leading pair to go up in height (8)
2 Attentive to tiny details, pilots periodically are
admitted into part of a degree (9)
3 Beasts’ rising sound after demolishing hay (7)
4 Harry gets undercover agents’ time (6)
6 Character turned up for every gin maker (7)
7 Metre taken from middle section of native
American tribal symbol (5)
8 Reserved sandwiches and drink (6)
9 Place restricts glazier’s supplies (7)
16 Noisy bird woke up, amidst short piercing sound
(6-3)
17 Arrests Greek character involved in rackets (7)
18 Strain blocks typewriter arms actuated by
pressing keys (8)
20 Increases scenes written up about youngster (43)
22 Might youth get flask for soldier? (7)
23 One picked in draft, but not against written
words (6)
24 Tear around pacer’s first lap (6)
26 Extend chest, cleared of cold (5)
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Slot 6
Cryptic
by
Zinzan

Prize
$50

Across

6 Dogs regularly tucked into cheese that’s on
the nose (6)
8 Having a green light, a parish priest drove
around the bend (8)
9 Disapproving sound I included in ridicule of
watercraft user (3-5)
10 Country in charge of Mandarin dialect (5)
11 Barry’s character’s some can deem a delightful
return (4,4)
12 Card player stands by initial bets made in
French city (6)
13 AGL rewarded with a new composition by
English composer (6,5)
18 Kiwi bird knocks as knob is regularly removed
(6)
20 Dishonest swindle almost involved in exchange
of shots (8)
22 “Gene’s likely mutated”, I let out (5)
23 Big game in captivity’s facing painful
maltreatment (3,5)
24 Worries about radical men in order to serve
God (8)

25 After loss of power, sealed up bore (6)
Down

1 Unrestricted deviation returns in major artery (7)
2 Stop a head injury primarily by use of a lot of
drugs (6)
3 Possible to plan broadcast with both bits covered
(8)
4 Sutherland tours round empty country (6)
5 Amused Roentgen say with a promotion in
starring role (7)
7 Balloon’s diameter equals x2, ultimately (7)
8 Unnatural behaviour compounds summary for 2,
4, 6, 10, 15, 21, 22 and 24 (4,3,6)
14 Doctor annoyed by Sigma Pharmaceuticals (8)
15 Incredible energy of medical profession! (7)
16 Gracious about basic Aussie ridicule (7)
17 Took home and minded little skirts inside (7)
19 AFL star staying off the drink after a fight that’s
not acceptable (6)
21 Initially stumble out of bed then work flexibly (6)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Andrew Patterson
372 Great North Rd, Abbotsford NSW 2046 or
(preferably) by email to mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date: Friday 9 July 2021
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Explanations May Slots 1 to 5
Note: cd = cryptic definition; dd = double definition; rev or < = reversal; homophones are noted
as “homoph” and words from which they are derived may be shown in quotes; anagrams as anag. if
straightforward, or (NNNN)*. “Heads” or Tails” are first or last letters of part of a clue; letters forming
solutions are normally written as capitals and removals as lower case; hw or hidden = hidden word.
Explanations provided by individual compilers may vary from this format.
Slot 1 Leprechaun. Down: 1 (SADIES)*, 2 Hidden, 3 (L)IMITATION, 4 G + MP in (LIES)*, 5 Spooner “Jig
Bump”, 6 Heads, 7 ALTER + (heads of NAT) + E , 8 EN + FOR + CE, 14 Homoph “see” + dd, 16 CHILD +
HOOD, 17 END in SAGA<, 18 T + WINGES, 19 (AVENGER)*, 20 J + ERSE + Y, 22 tails N+O+O+S+E, 24
Homoph (Oder).
Slot 2 Zythum. Across: 1 (anal + y) in psychosis, 10 Ra + R + E + R, 11 deep + friend-n, 12 (fabrications - biros)*, 13 Hidden, 14 T + HE + T + A, 16 oil + tank + (sh)er(ry), 19 HOIPo + LL OI, 20 DD, 22 tit
in lego, 25 me + sales*, 27 tell in (nice)* + t, 28 hidden, 29 (malthusian vice)*. Down: 2 (eg in trees)*, 3
c+a+(tar)<, 4 DD, 5 ni(E)ce, 6 life + u in drag<, 7 DD, 8 side + car, 9 pro+ fit, 15 a + post + o + l + ic, 17 homoph “light”
+ motive-e, 18 (kievs gold)*, 19 (m in oil*) in hum, 21 (t)ensile, 23 tot + a + l, 24 O + P + E + RA, 26 a + gain.
Slot 3 Pentangle. Across: 1 ST(<AWE)RD, 5 homoph “whale aid”, 9 Hidden reversal, 10 <RAT + PAUL +IN, 11 C(REAMS)
ODA, 12 <TON + CH, 13 B repl M in MEGAN, 15 S(TONE)AGE, 19 homoph “buy the whey”, 20 jU(SAG)nE, 23 bITCHY, 25
ONe repl UR in ASSURANCE, 27 CD, 28 W + EIGHt, 29 (SCREEN)* + Y, 30 WAY(WAr)RD. Down: 1 S + KETCH, 2 EXI(LE
MEN)T, 3 Hidden , 4 DO(<CT)OM, 5 <RAW + RANTS, 6 Y + EARNINGS, 7 bALLOTs, 8 DING + HIES, 14 ACE(TYL)ENE, 16
A(R)GENT + IN + A, 17 A(BRIDGE)S, 18 (A LAM) in CITY, 21 ESC + HEW, 22 METHO + D, 24 C (a+p) ABLE, 26 <YAW ON.
Slot 4 KA. A a+post+le+ship, B dd, C dd, D rev hidden, E dd, F flum(m+ox)es, G gun(smith)s, H (a cruel)* in hen,
I I+van, J jung+{le(fe)ver}, K homoph “cats”, L livid+Ness [Elliot], M ma+hoe, N nick+(Medan)*, O out+hauler, P
p+(crepe)*+ti(b)le, Q dd, R (b)rill, S dd, T t+hie+f, U u+nit, V vest(i+gi)al, W whirl+Gigi<, X x+hos(e)a, Y ye+men, Z hidden.
Slot 5 Nigrum Cattus. Across: 1 T(ENLISTS+NOAH+AS)*, 8 (VEG IN OUR)*, 9 REA(L)MS, 10 Initial letters, 11 JO(AN<)
H, 12 hidden, 16 (MET + WHAT)*, 17 rOCKERy, 20 (C+A) in HIM<, 21 OMIT<+THY, 24 RSVP-P, 25 CC in OUR, 27 A+LB,
31 (REAL+GO)*, 32 (R + AND) in GAME, 33 SONG+OF+SOLO+MON. Down: 1 (PAIR + TOLD)*, 2 E(Z)RA, 3 First letters,
4 Homoph “Li-Lo”, 5 NORMAL-L, 6 Hidden, 7 SA(M)U(E)L, 13 ET+HIC, 14 anag, 15 HORDE*, 18 oCcAsIoN - ally, 19 pH
1+LEMON, 22 PSA + LMS, 23 JUDGE+S, 26 Hidden, 28 JOHNSON-SON, 29 PA(U)L, 30 AD+A+M.

Quiz 6/2021. Mammaphilia by Child’s Play (Brian Symons). Fill in the missing letters to make 22
common words, not in alphabetical order. The inserted letters shown in the question are mammals for 1 to 11
and mammals in reverse for 12 to 22. No mammal is used more than once. Only one of the final words closely
relates to the mammal Send your answers to Brian Symons, 1 Kookaburra Place, Grays Point NSW 2232 e-mail
bms65@bigpond.com . Closing Date 07 August 2021. Prize $50.
1 s3ling

5 p5

2 s3ot

6 dande4

3 s4nte
4 bl5

9 tabl5

13 4cid

17 4

21 nou4

10 4ant

14 s3let

18 r3ir

22 b3le

7 5e

11 s4

15 p4bulate

19 3oo

8 3trot

12 an3

16 me3ge

20 be4d

Donations to the Prize Fund: Sam Howat and
Trish McPherson donated their recent prizes - many
thanks for your generosity!

As noted in last month's issue an Executive
Committee has been formed to assist with the
running of the Club. All members are involved with
various aspects of the operation of the Club as
follows:
• David Grainger - CrOZworld distribution
• Sam Howat - Deputy Treasurer
• Michael Kennedy - Clue-writing comp and
Deputy puzzle editor
• Rob Moline IT, ACCOLADE and website
• Andrew Patterson - Deputy Secretary
• Jenny Wenham - Secretary/Treasurer
• Ian Williams - puzzle editor and coordination

Join our Facebook group
and discuss anything to do
with words and puzzles. (No
discussion of current
prize puzzles please.)
Search for Australian
Crossword Club or click
the hyperlink

Many thanks to all of these members for their
contribution to the continued success of the Club
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Member Comments

May 1: Leprechaun (Larry Kennedy)
Fun puzzle. I liked the clue for ODOUR. Fraser
Simpson
I liked the clue for CHILDHOOD but initially tried
CRADLECAP. However I wasn’t too ELDERLY to
GLIMPSE a way of ENHANCING my chances of a
dot and quickly EDITED. Brian Tickle
So good to start another month of Croz.
However, how to ration them to last more than a
week!!? Ann Millard
Perfectly pitched for slot 1 I thought. Ian
Thompson
Nice start for the puzzles; liked the clues
IMITATION, BIG JUMP and CHILDHOOD. Thank
you Leprechaun. Joan Smith
Very enjoyable start to the month. Ulla Axelsen
Liked GLIMPSE, SEA CHANGE, TWINGES. Max
Roddick
Great Half and Half. Favourite clue was JERSEY.
Bev Cockburn
The first word that comes to the solver’s mind is
not necessarily the word the compiler wants in
Half and Half! Lynn Jarman
Thanks Leprechaun. I liked ENGRAVE. Kathy
Horadam
I always grin at the Spooner clues, thank you.
Robyn McKenzie
Interesting puzzle. Very enjoyable Jean Evans
May 2: Zythum (Roger Douglas)
I liked the surface reading of the ANVIL at 28
Across with its clever use of the word “property”.
Fraser Simpson
I liked the clues for DEEP-FRIED and LET IT GO.
Brian Tickle
Thoroughly enjoyed completing this puzzle.
A relaxing and gentle solve in the sun. Trish
McPherson
An unusually easy slot 3. David Bennett
Enjoyable puzzle; favourite clues LET IT GO and
AGAIN. Joan Smith
A very enjoyable puzzle. I don’t normally like 14
letter clues but these ones were great. Barbara
Ibbott
Very enjoyable. I was able to do this one without
the use of dictionaries etc. I did however have
to check a couple of my answers (ERGODIC,
HOLMIUM) to check if they did indeed exist. Ulla
Axelsen
Liked PROFIT, KID GLOVES, TOTAL and especially
LIFEGUARD. ERGODIC was a new word for me.
Max Roddick
Great puzzle with clever clues, especially LET IT
GO and AGAIN! Bev Cockburn
It’s always a pleasure to have answers which
are mostly words or phrases I’ve heard before.
Just two exceptions in this slot. Thanks ZYTHUM.
Lynn Jarman
ENSILE was new to me; nice wordplay also
for PSYCHOANALYSIS, LET IT GO and MALE
CHAUVINIST. Kathy Horadam
I loved the clue for APOSTOLIC. Robyn McKenzie
Some fun and intriguing clues; especially those
for LET IT GO and HOI POLLOI. Ron Jarman
A lovely mix of words here. I enjoyed finding
HOI POLLOI broken down into its constituent
elements. Kath Harper
,Loved the clue for HOI POLLOI. Jean Evans
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May 3: Pentangle (Brian Tickle)
So many great clues here; but I’ll single out
WEIGH as a favourite. Fraser Simpson
A few neat WAY answers. I gave ESCHEW
my COTM. Not so sure about the WAYLAID
homophone. Len Colgan
Entertaining clues - I appreciated ‘WHALE AID’
and ‘BUY THE WHEY’. Tony Dobele
Always worthwhile. Thanks Pentangle. Andrew
Patterson
Some very clever clues but unusually easy for a
slot 3. David Bennett
DOTCOM took some thought. Roy Taylor
Great puzzle. So many good clues to name a few
STEWARD, STONE AGE, DOTCOM and ESCHEW.
Thank you Brian. Joan Smith
Way to go! A great variety of clue types. Very
enjoyable. Ulla Axelsen
Loved this puzzle! So many clever clues including
my COTM. Beverley Cockburn
I ticked quite a few clues in Slot 3 for being
well thought out. That meant the Slot took a
lot of time and patience waiting for light-bulb
moments. Thanks for the challenge. Lynn Jarman
Lots of ‘ways’ to do this. I liked WAYLAID and
ASSONANCE especially. Kathy Horadam
MEGAN or BEGAN? . BEGAN or MEGAN? Jenny
Madden
Excellent clues. I enjoyed CREAM SODA and
USAGE, and down clues WARRANTS, DINGHIES,
ACETYLENE and METHOD5 the most. Anne
Simons
Elegant clue for ACETYLENE! Mike Potts
I loved the image of Young Libs rocking their
conservative socks off in 14 down. Kath Harper
J,Loved the clue for WAYLAID. Jean Evans

May 4: KA (Karl Audrins)
Your AJ grids aren’t getting any easier Karl, but
I forgive you because of the all clever clues and
interesting words that come with them. New to
me were BROCK = rubbish, VAN = shovel and
KHATS. Brian Tickle
A delightful AJ. MAHOE was a new word to me. I
convinced myself that OUTRIGGER must also be
a rope; which gummed me up for a while until
the crossings showed it was OUTHAULER. Fraser
Simpson
Couldn’t decide on whether KA wanted BRACK or
BROCK as both are racing drivers and both can
obliquely mean rubbish. So I opted for the Aussie
driver rather than the Swede. I await the June
edition of Crozworld. Trish McPherson
Couple of new (to me!) word meanings - ‘van’
for shovel and ‘brock’ another word for rubbish.
Educate and enjoy not necessarily hand in hand no aspersions on any teachers in the Club - more
the students! Eileen O’Brien
A particularly good AJ. Loved F, N and J. David
Bennett
A nice variety of answers. Ian Thompson
This is the first AJ where I have had to solve
every clue before I could begin filling in the grid.
Roy Taylor
I’m not sure about O? Sally Shipway
Challenging and interesting grid. Was a bit
surprised at the clueing of Q. Ulla Axelsen
continued on page 14
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for Slots 1-5 to Andrew Miles 62 Wilshire Street Dickson ACT 2601 or
email miles1974@yahoo.com Closing mail date 25 June 2021
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April 6-2021 A Head-scratching Puzzle by Crowsman
(Len Colgan)
Entries received 64, Correct 45, Success rate 70%.
Prizewinner: Mike Potts. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments: It is clear that many missed
the subtle double-meaning of the title ‘A Head-scratching
Puzzle’. Almost all of the errors were submitting DROP
instead of PROP, and SKIRT instead of SKIRR. Chambers
shows precisely that a prop is a stay, and to prop is to stop
suddenly, whereas ‘drop’ doesn’t fit both criteria. The 26
Down explanation is SKIR(t) + R, where ‘short waist-down
garment = SKIR(t)’. But, more importantly, the wrong
answer ‘skirt’ does not have the necessary letter R in the
bottom right corner, needed for the diagonal instruction,
yielding LETTET instead of LETTER.

Aptly titled on several fronts. Kath Harper
How clever, Len. And I missed the clue in the title, ‘Headscratching’. Julie Crowe
Thank you, I really enjoyed your latest quirky offering. In
fact I couldn’t leave it alone and finished it all in one day
and before the first 5 - all very clever. Jill Freeland
Where do you find the time to make up your complex
puzzles? I did enjoy this one so hope I have it correct. So
many good clues. (P)articular got me on the right track.
Hilary Cromer
Learned a few new words along the way! 2-dn could have
been PROP or DROP, where DROP fits the ‘stop suddenly’
clue better. Alan Dyer
Thank you, Crowsman, for this and so many other excellent
puzzles. Laurence Kennedy
A few new words for me, as well as some head scratching!
Thank you, Crowsman. Caroline Mackay-Sim

Explanations –
The two diagonals read “DROP FIRST LETTER IN ACROSS
ANSWERS”. The Across explanations apply to the answer
Solution - WORD SQUARE 7
before doing this, and also show the word to be entered.
Across: 8 dd; (m)ORRIS, 10 USED* + CEMENT; (s)
EDUCEMENT, 11 TRAP + homoph ‘pissed’; (t)RAPPIST, 12
SE(LimE)CTOR; (s)ELECTOR, 13 G(ALL + I)UM; (g)ALLIUM,
14 P(MOST*)EN; (p)OSTMEN, 18 A(IS)LE; (a)ISLE, 19
PRESE(n)T; (p)RESET, 20 GAVE* around U; (v)AGUE, 23
F(r)ACTION; (f)ACTION, 24 AI(S)LING; (a)ISLING, 27 FAIR
+ WAYS; (f)AIRWAYS, 29 SNUG< + TICK; (g)UNSTICK, 31
PAR + CURTAIL*; (p)ARTICULAR, 32 RECAPS<; (s)PACER.
Down: 1 DO(n)ORS, 2 dd, 3 CENT + A + UREA, 4 DEBUT<
, 5 REVER(S)E, 6 dd, 7 I + T(E)RANCES, 9 STI(F)LE, 13
A + TOLL<, 15 M + AGOG, 16 HI(MALAYA)S, 17 SET +
SQUARE, 21 MOS(CIA<)S, 22 TIE + SUP, 25 LAMPS*, 26
SKIR(t) + R, 28 pRiEsTeSs, 30 (p)ITCH.
Solvers’ Comments (A number of members identified the
Nina as ‘drop first letter in across answers’)
Wow. That took longer than I was expecting. An excellent
workout. Had to get all the downs in (except 7) and work
out one of the diagonals before the penny dropped. And
even then, had a fair bit of to-ing and fro-ing between
clue’s answer then subtracting the initial letter. But fun as
always! Nicely done. William Ryan
Thanks, Len for a super puzzle, it made my Easter, which
was otherwise pretty quiet. I began to get a feel for what
was required, and the diagonals confirmed it. How very
clever. Betty Siegman
The very helpful title got this started right away, and the
extra letters from the diagonal messages filled in some very
useful letters internally. I enjoyed solving it. I wasn’t sure
about 2D. DROP and PROP both fit and each matched half
the clue. I guessed DROP. Fraser Simpson
Masterfully done. I liked invincible Arthur. Ian Thompson
Head-scratching was the right title for this puzzle. When I
started thinking outside the box a few answers appeared woohoo!! Excellent clues, Favourites were ORRIS(which was
a big help in getting me started),RAPPIST, AIRWAYS,TUBED
and STIFLE. Thank you Len Joan Smith
Always satisfying to solve a Crowsman puzzle. Nea Storey
Very clever puzzle with good clues. I was certainly
scratching my head for a while before I solved enough for
the instruction to become apparent. Andrew Meek
Original - as always! Thank you. Julie Leigh
The title said it all. Thanks for an entertaining puzzle.
Because there is no ø in English, the Eastmen (Østmen)
become Cheesemen (Ostmen). Ulla Axelsen
More great clues from Len. I liked HIMALAYAS! Took me a
while to interpret the Nina. Very clever. Ann Millard
ypical en uzzle. Richard Skinner
Absolutely loved this crossword! My favourites were
fAIRWAYS and SET SQUARE. Bev Cockburn
When I first looked at this I threw it in the corner and then
jumped on it (wishing it was you)! Had NO IDEA! Then I
snuck another look and got hooked. Brilliant. So clever.
Thank you. Eileen O’Brien
Lord knows how you construct a puzzle like this. Very
satisfying to complete. Roy Taylor
So clever Len. Keep them coming! Robyn Wimbush

ACC

Solution - WORD SQUARE 8

FRAZ WORD SQUARE 9 (Solution next month)
Identical words read across and down in this square.
Clues are not listed in order.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Papa and I opening enclosed drafting tool

Beautiful volley wasted
Broad way a Roman goddess changed in the end
Pass washed-out running back with vacant smile
Sounds like I allowed hole in shoe
Channel cut around the fourth of January

FRAZ WORD SQUARE 10 (Solution next month)
Identical words read across and down in this square.
Clues are not listed in order.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Dahl has ultimately forgiven Reagan
Tribal leader’s berry plants
Don’t start teaching story ready for farmers
Morning exam not involving ethics
A king from the east put a value on defensive skill
Time for Parisians to go higher up
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Crowsman's Corner 2

Slot 7
Cryptic
by
Crowsman
Prize
$50

Across

1 Explore landscape (8)
5 Put an end to booze (6)
9 Suspend master villain (8)
10 Low piece of land cut off a Pacific resort (6)
12 Lots ride pets about before races (15)
13 Old woman concealed broken cradle - it’s a major
crime! (5,7)
16 Watch dark storms circling in! (12)
21 Dull wit supervised, interrupting consistency (15)
22 Get bearings from tractor I entered (6)
23 Bend in road pointed staff to motorway (8)
24 Time is pushed back in entertainment venues.
Most wise! (6)
25 One of the apostles penned a choral ode (8)

Down

1 Intrusions to computer screen operation interrupted
youngsters (3-3)
2 Small weight units for forms of an allotrope (6)
3 Found individual in dock (7)
4 Approves total increases, apart from Henry (12)
6 Adjusted to cruel hard hitting person (7)
7 A pastry roll? (8)
8 Listeners hiding in grass get first of scuttlebutt
rumours (8)
11 Family members’ filthy alarm (5,3,4)
14 Female abandons applications with soothing creams
(8)
15 Firing and firing, when one is last turning up (8)
17 Return, turning towards leaders (7)
18 Finishes what pigs and hogs both do (7)
19 Madonna’s first big hits brought up discrimination
issue (6)
20 European leaves oriental behind (6)

Submit solution via ACCOLADE button on www.crosswordclub.org home page or post to Len Colgan, 1 Ailsa Avenue,
Warradale, SA 5046 or (preferably) by email to len.colgan@unisa.edu.au
Closing mail date: Friday 9 July 2021.

ACC
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Quiz 4/2021 Alphabetic consonants by Crowsman
(Len Colgan)
Entries: 32 Winner: William Ryan. Congratulations!
Results: 30: W Allen, U Axelsen, M Blake, L Carroll,
B Cockburn, J Crowe, J Fowler, P Garner, B Glissan, R
Jarman, D Jones, J Leigh, T McPherson, D Meek, A Miles,
A Millard, E O’Brien, A Patterson, D Procter, M Procter, D
Rosendorff, W Ryan, B Siegman, F Simpson, N Storey, R
Taylor, M Veress, J Wenham, Keith Williams, R Wimbush
29: C McClelland, Kate Williams
Compiler’s comments: The restrictions imposed on
each answer reduced the likelihood of incorrect answers.
However, it was still a matter of finding the correct ones,
some of which needed logical searching. The answer
proving most difficult was 16 COMPARATIVE. As well as
the expected answer for 27 LUMINARY, I also accepted
MAINSTAY as it matched the alphabetical and word-length
criteria.
Answers: 1 abdomens, 2 bachelors, 3 backmost, 4
beguilement, 5 biochemist, 6 Bucharest, 7 Buchmanite, 8
bucklers, 9 Budapest, 10 Chalmers, 11 champerty, 12
chimney, 13 coalminers, 14 columnarity, 15 columnist,
16 comparative, 17 definitive, 18 degenerative, 19
diminutive, 20 fog lamps, 21 hemiparasite, 22 hen party,
23 imperative, 24 impurity, 25 junipers, 26 leprosity, 27
luminary, 28 minority, 29 omniparity, 30 porosity.
Solvers’ Comments:
No. 29 took me longer than the other 29 put together.
Good fun. William Ryan
Naturally, it was top-heavy alphabet-wise, but there were
still a few who didn’t start until after the halfway mark!
Andrew Miles
Good fun. Should have realised at the beginning that
there wouldn’t be too many words at the end of the
alphabet. Ulla Axelsen
Another great quiz, some took a bit of searching.
CHAMPERTY was the last one I found. Luckily it was in a
narrow window, and easily found in Chambers. Perhaps
not luck but generosity on your part? Betty Siegman
Another great quiz, thank you. I wonder how many
interesting words would come alphabetically after
POROSITY?? (Probably none. LC) Ann Millard
Some of these answers took a bit a sleuthing but I hope I
have nutted them all out. My last was Beguilement - what
a delightful word. Trish McPherson
Enjoyable with not too much head scratching. Barbara
Glissan
Thank you for so much pleasure - right or wrong – this
was fun. Kate Williams
Thank you again for the brain workout ... such good
exercise for the little grey cells! Maureen Blake
I enjoyed the straightforward rules which made hunting for
answers not too hard. Roy Taylor
Thanks for the Alphabetic consonants quiz. It was certainly
challenging, but lots of fun - especially when the penny
finally dropped for some of the tougher words. Ron Jarman
Another terrific quiz, and finally I have finished it! 10 and
11 were defeating me, when finally I found Chalmers and
then champerty. What a beautiful word. Actually, lots of
great words here! Julie Crowe
Thanks for a very enjoyable quiz. It must have taken a lot
of work to set. It took a lot of work to solve - correctly I
hope. Jim Fowler
This was quite a test but eventually solved it all. Keep up
the good work. Marian Procter
Great puzzle but hard. Took forever for 29. Hope I haven’t
made you laugh too much. And you will believe me when I
say I didn’t need the dictionary! Eileen O’Brien
This was a doozy - I reckon it put dementia back about
5 years for me! I’m thoroughly enjoying all your extra
contributions. Thank you for the time and effort you put in
for our entertainment. Pat Garner
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SOLVERS' COMMENTS
continued from page 10

•

Favourite clues APOSTLESHIP; FLUMMOXES and KHATS.
Joan Smith
Loved it!!! Judy Ferguson
KHATS and MAHOE had me flummoxed! Lynn Jarman
A challenging test: ‘K’ and ‘X’ consumed a deal of time.
Ian Mason
Another enjoyable AJ; thanks KA! I learned a new rope
and a new meaning for BROCK! Kathy Horadam
Another great learning curve. Jenny Madden
"Equalises the odds" is an elegant clue. Ron Jarman
There were a few unfamiliar words; but they were clear
(eventually!) from the clues. Kath Harper
Always my favourite puzzle. The design of the grid
provided some extra challenges this month. Loved the
clue khats. Jean Evans

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

May 5: Nigrum Cattus (Ray Gooderick)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

.

It took me a while to figure out that both SAMUEL and
SAUL are referred to by the clue at 7D. Very clever. I also
like “strongly acidic” to define pH1 in PHILEMON. Fraser
Simpson
Thanks for a wonderful journey through the Good Book.
Favourite clue was the very clever one for PHILEMON.
Brian Tickle
Pity that the grid has two disjointed sections. That should
be avoided. Len Colgan
Liked ‘strongly acidic’ = PH1. I think SO in Latin is SIC
but there is no word ETSIC. HIC in Latin is I believe
THIS. Tony Dobele
Clever concept. Eileen O’Brien
Ingenious theme. David Bennett
I think 13 down must be ETHIC, but sic, not hic is so.
Roy Taylor
Very clever to include all those Biblical references. Betty
Siegman
Brought back memories of bible study classes when we
had to learn the books of the Bible. Delighted that after
sixty years it has proved of some use. Trish McPherson
I found the bottom right part tricky. Glad I had a list of
biblical names handy. Ulla Axelsen
A little tricky, hopefully correct. Liked clues LIE LOW,
JUDGES and PAUL Joan Smith
Quite a plethora of Biblical references with research
required for some. Loved ETHIC - clever! Beverley
Cockburn
A good set of clues and in particular I liked the clues for
OCKER, RSV and EZRA. Lynn Jarman
Thoroughly enjoyed this slot. Glenda Lloyd
I am not at all confident of two of my answers! Julie
Crowe
I couldn’t for the life of me work out 13dn. It seems to
be clueing ETSIC (Latin “and”+”so”), but the reference to
moral and the word length indicator (5, not 2,3) suggest
it is ETHIC being sought. In the end I opted for ETHIC
but it was a guess. Andrew Miles
This one tested my rather sketchy knowledge of the
Bible! Anne Simons
Ingenious to fit all these biblical theme words in!
24 Across I hope is RSP (RSVP without V) which is
apparently an abbreviation for ‘response’. Kathy Horadam
All those years at Sunday School; I obviously learnt
something! Cheryl Wilcox
I thought I was familiar with Biblical names but Bera
stumped me for quite a while. Kath Harper
The biblical theme was very entertaining. Jean Evans
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Results - Crowsman’s Corner 1
Entries received 62, Correct 56, Success rate
90%.
Prizewinner: Rob Milton. Congratulations!

Cr OZ world
Crowsman’s Corner was very enjoyable. Now to
attempt Slot 6. Trish McPherson
Solution to Crowsman’s Corner 1

Compiler’s comments: Almost all of the errors
involved mis-spelling UNAUTHORITATIVE, with five
different versions. I hope future ‘golden oldies’
are equally satisfying. It is a surprise that fewer
entries were received for this Crowsman’s Corner
puzzle than for the more difficult Slot 6. I hope long
answers are not off-putting.
Explanations – Across: 1 JOSH + U(nion) + A, 4
S(US)PEND, 9 BAR + GAIN + BASEMEN + T(rial),
10 EARTH* + FREE, 11 dd, 12 dd (IRC code), 13
(THEY OPEN)*, 15 ASPIRIN + G, 17 ME(beaT)AL,
20 RUMB(le) + A, 21 EAR(NEST)LY, 22 WELL(IN
TENT) + I + ONE + D), 23 SPA + RELY, 24 GG in
PUCE<. Down: 1 JO(Brothers)SH + ARE, 2 rev
hidden, 3 UN(AUTHOR)IT + EVITA<, 4 SCAR((E
+ GNOME)<)RING, 5 SLEDG(E + HAMMER)ING,
6 ELECT with MEN replacing C, 7 DO(TIN)G, 8
IN TRANSI(t) + GENTLY, 14 P(DELAY*)UP, 16
SO(MALI)A(r), 18 TIT + (p)ANIC, 19 N(orman)
inside SWORD<.
Solvers’ Comments:
Well, that was fast and furious. Loved EARNESTLY,
SPARELY. The 15-letter words were very nice.
William Ryan
Too many great clues to mention them all but 19d
DROWNS was great!! Thanks, Len. Ann Millard
Thanks Crowsman, a great puzzle, as always. Betty
Siegman
Great clues favourites HEART-FREE, DROWNS,
PLAYED,UP and especially EARNESTLY. Thank you
Len. Joan Smith
So many great clues, Len, loved EARNESTLY, so
clever, and ELEMENT was really cunning! Bev
Cockburn
Another goodie thanks Len. “authoritatively” took
a while - don’t get “sparely” so look forward to
explanation. (spring = SPA and bank = RELY. LC)
Eileen O’Brien
Good to see this new corner. Roy Taylor
Keep them coming, Crowsman! Kath Harper
I’m a bit discombobulated with this one. Jenny
Madden
Once you find the word, you know it’s spot-on,
but oh! the finding! Got ELEMENT last. Thank you
Crowsman. Max Roddick
Another Len puzzle How lucky are we! And so many
long words beautifully fitted in. Julie Crowe
Slot 6 was the head scratcher - what did that make
this one? Some wonderful words here, and also
some great clues using no-longer-common (11-ac
pun intended) uses of the words. Alan Dyer
A fun solve. JOSH made a double appearance
(1A and 1D). Is it scaremongering if your dire
prophesies are all true? Poor Cassandra! Fraser
Simpson
Classic Crowsman style. Ian Thompson
Clever clue for EGGCUP! Nea Storey
Crowsman’s Corner is a great idea. A challenging
puzzle, those long words were tricky. Ulla Axelsen
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The World’s Smallest Cryptic
Crossword
by Pentangle
1

Across
1 A long letter (1)
Down
1 He loses energy to become even lighter
Solution next month
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